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THE

Most Important Steps to
Winterizing Your Motorcycle
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The three steps we’ve outlined below standout as crucial steps that ALL riders
(that live in climates that require winterization) must take to avoid bike damage!
1). Fuel Prep: For a variety of reasons, leaving un-treated gasoline in a motorcycle tank over the
winter is a bad idea. Gas tanks can rust & the gas can breakdown and “gum up” your fuel system …
not only is that going to be a costly repair but it will be difficult to get your bike serviced in the
spring when the repair shops are swamped. So, treat your gas tank with a fuel stabilizer (follow
their instructions) and ensure the tank is full to the brim to keep rust from forming in the tank!
2). Tire Prep: Motorcycle tires sitting on a cold surface all winter can lead to “flat spots” and tire rot
due to moisture exchange. Tires are not cheap and getting an appointment at a repair shop in the
spring often comes with long wait times. So, get your tires off the ground ideally with a center
stand or at a minimum run the tires up on sheet of plywood or carpet and don’t forget to change
the tire position every other week or so to avoid “flat spots.”
3). Battery Prep: Untreated batteries are likely to fail over a long winter (or have their service life
seriously reduced) so help your battery last as long as possible by connecting a “battery tender” or
periodically toping off the battery with a charger (at least every 2 – 3 weeks).

* Brought to you by MotorcycleRoads.com

Fellow motorcycle enthusiasts,
MotorcycleRoads.com turned 20 years old in 2018!! And over those
years, the site has only gotten better in terms of more website features
and grown richer in terms of the great roads and related motorcycle
road content (reviews, ratings, pictures, videos, etc.). However, the
site actually has also been growing older and weaker in terms of the
software technology foundation that it was built on. You see, to keep
the site free I've always operated on a shoestring budget and so the
modest PHP code and older SQL database are at the end of their life
and the SITE NEEDS a substantial revamp/upgrade. This will not only
allow the site to deliver the same great features and content but also
put in place the needed foundation for a mobile app with turn-byturn directions & route travel history and offer many advanced rider
services such as real time traffic updates, real time warnings of local
safety hazards, rider-to-rider communications, live motorcycle road
videos, and so much more!!
So if you are like one of the many, many, riders who have benefited
from the free and great content that MotorcycleRoads.com has
provided for over two decades and you want an even better site with
advanced motorcycle rider services, I ask you to

HELP MotorcycleRoads.com GET HEALTHY!
Sincerely,
Bill Belei
Founder & Editor of MotorcycleRoads.com since 1998

